*New daily confirmed COVID-19 hospital admissions may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a median daily probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer hospital admissions will be reported in the last seven days of the forecast than the median in the last seven days of reported data.
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*New daily confirmed COVID-19 hospital admissions may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a median daily probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer hospital admissions will be reported in the last seven days of the forecast than the median in the last seven days of reported data.
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*New daily confirmed COVID-19 hospital admissions may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a median daily probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer hospital admissions will be reported in the last seven days of the forecast than the median in the last seven days of reported data.
Ohio*

New daily confirmed COVID-19 hospital admissions may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a median daily probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer hospital admissions will be reported in the last seven days of the forecast than the median in the last seven days of reported data.
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*New daily confirmed COVID-19 hospital admissions may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a median daily probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer hospital admissions will be reported in the last seven days of the forecast than the median in the last seven days of reported data.